Hi everyone!
Welcome to the Youchew Zine, a collection of
interviews and artwork by various users from
Youchew.net. As the forum draws to a close,
(or is already closed if you're reading from the
future.) I thought it would be cool to bring
folks together to pay tribute to the place many
of us called home for so many years. As we
look to the future, we are reminded of the old
proverb “Every end is a new beginning”.
Whether that new beginning is Neon Castle,
YTPmania, or going your own way, we can all
look back on Youchew and remember the
good times.
Enjoy!
- P-DASH

CrazyLuigi
How did you first learn of YouChew and what convinced you to join the forum?
Crazy Luigi: When I first learned of YouChew’s existence, I believe I was actually made aware of it around the
time I first discovered YouTube Poop, period, which was in my freshman year of high school back in 2007. As
someone who was 15 years old as a somewhat nervous freshman (going into his sophomore year in high
school), I had discovered YouTube Poop (something I thought was like the greatest thing in the world at the
time) thanks to the user formerly known as mrSimonalt (now known as The Electric Cheese) with something I
think either related to Super Mario World’s Mama Luigi or the Zelda CD-I games and the obsession with
dinner. Once I had discovered it, I went about discovering some more YouTube Poops before I eventually saw
someone mention YouChew on YouTube (at least, as far back as I’m aware of). While I 100% admit I don’t
remember the exact details on how I came to see YouChew the first time around, I definitely remember that
the main reason why I didn’t join back when I think it was still in its Vanilla stages/format was because I was
still a naïve teenager that was also very nervous and shy about his online presence at the time (and honestly
still am, only to a much lesser extent in regards to social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter being the
big devil now). However, while I might have only lurked around YouChew for a bit at the time, I did decide
after a couple of months to stop lurking around the Chewiki for its funny bits on characters and stuff like that
there at the time and just help out the Chewiki on October 21, 2007 (just a little over a week before my 16th
birthday) before I eventually joined YouChew properly on September 28, 2010 (as the Flan Master of Redrum
because of reasons I kind of lost throughout the years), if only for purely selfish (and honestly, rather silly)
reasons at the time.
During your time among the community, what did you enjoy most about it that kept you around?
Crazy Luigi: I think at first, part of what made me so interested in the Chewiki/YouChew community was
because it was a fun, little outlet where I could not only keep up with whatever YouTube Poops were made, as
well as learn some things about how I could sharpen a more comedic tone to posts of mine (even if they didn’t
always connect as planned). Over time, however, it was about the experiences I had with quite an amount of
people here that truly helped me out in discovering myself and being a better man, even in spite of my own
personal challenges at hand taking over in later years. From the fun Halloween events we had ever since I first
joined YouChew properly as the Flan Master of Redrum to the festivals we had just about once every year that
harnessed what we could do there to Secret Santas that I sometimes participated in to even more community
driven events in general that helped make it feel like there was something to be had in even the dullest of days
sometimes! Even when the events kind of felt like they were coming out throughout less days, I still had plenty
of other things to showcase or talk about with others on YouChew, which made things felt worthwhile there up
until its announced closure.
In what ways do you believe you contributed to YouChew as a member, and if given the chance to start
over, would you do anything differently?
Crazy Luigi: I do wish I could say I contributed a lot as a member, but if I’m being honest, a part of me feels
like I contributed a lot in only the most insignificant details by comparison to some other members here. I
mean, sure I can say I reached the highest marks of respect for both the Chewiki and the Writing Staff, but the
thing is I spent a lot of my life first editing for a part of the website that lessened its effects on me more and
more until I just stopped altogether, while at the Writing Staff, I never managed to help sustain an environment
that worked as well as it was back in its heydays. I suppose one thing that should be obvious for me is to have
never posted that one gory image that gave me a strike on its early days here (for context, it was a surgical
image of sorts for a counter image thread), as I felt that ultimately damaged any chances of helping out here
any better than I really could have otherwise. Another thing I could have changed is have myself join YouChew
back in its Vanilla forum days; even if I weren’t technically eligible for some of the threads there at that time, it
probably would have helped me get a better understanding of things there moving forward. One more thing I
could say I’d have enjoyed changing myself is how I conducted myself towards others (or rather, my lacking
ability to do so there at the time), as I felt my own sort of isolationism ultimately harmed what any sense of
change that I could have done sooner than I had done only recently. Oh yeah, I almost forgot to make more
YouTube Poops during its heyday! Other than that, I suppose to make sure there’s at least some sense of
positivity here, I think I can say I did make a fair mark on the website as a whole. Honestly, that might have
truly been the best thing you could have done for a place you loved with all your heart.

YouChew is comprised of an assortment of many odd, wacky individuals who made the place fun over
the years, both those who came and went and those who stuck around to the very end. Who were your
favourite members and what did you enjoy/admire/respect most about them?
Crazy Luigi: Honestly, I’ve met quite a lot of members throughout the years. It’s kind of hard to exactly pinpoint
any particular members, if only because there’s so many of them throughout the years I was there that I feel
like I might unintentionally slight someone when I obviously don’t mean to (especially if the person was cool to
me), and I apologize in advance for that. I suppose the first member I should say I respect a lot is my Chewiki
brother Yoshit; he was someone that had the same general spirit on helping the Chewiki grow to what it
ultimately was as I did (and later, surpassed my interest in it, if I’m being blunt about it), and while I hadn’t
talked with him much within YouChew itself, he also garners respect for me in terms of his military position at
hand. Next, I can say I respect user known as Triple_sSs (now Triple) for helping me get out of my safety
bubble and enter the world of YouChew properly when he did. Now, I honestly forget who the first person was
that I talked with on Skype to help me out (might have been AbsoluteBillion, if not someone else I completely
forgot about), but I think I can say that person helped me out in reaching out others even more. Guys like
DoomZappo, Tsar Sparky, and plenty more throughout the years are all appreciative of the time I spent talking
with them. Combuskenisawesome is someone I’ll also never forget about due to the fact that we met up in real
life twice! Also, moderators and administrators (both of the past and present) I interacted with were great for
talking with those that I felt nervous about more casually, especially ravinrabbid123 for being kind enough to
create my dragon OC named Scribe Scales that I still use to this day! GirlaPH is also someone I grew to enjoy
and respect as a person during my later years here, as well as some other members like
TheOneManBoxOffice, fiv95, Biodegradable, and TehShadzify. I also have to shout-out every member of the
Writing Staff that I ever worked with during my time there (you guys know who you are); you were all great in
your own ways! Last, and certainly not least, I have to give my greatest sense of admiration, respect, and even
a bit of love to my dear friend DiscoGlacier; for the long amount of years we talked, we helped each other out
through thick and thin, to the point where we even admitted a sense of genuine love towards each other! While
sadly, we no longer are a couple in the loving sense, we’re still the same best of friends that we were ever
since we first met up on Skype back in 2011, and that’s something I’m truly grateful for.
The site has had many classic moments, fun history, activities and events over the years. Do you have
a personal favourite?
Crazy Luigi: If I’m being perfectly honest, I can say pinpointing a certain activity can be tough for someone that
joined (if only spiritually speaking) since 2007. Obviously, I have a soft spot for both the Chewiki and
Halloween moments here, for starters; especially on the years I was Princess Luna for the latter events. Even
one-shot moments and spin-off moments like our Trading Card Set and Valentine’s Day candies (not to
mention a brief cameo mention on the Cock Axe’s description for the Cock Axe item for me, as well as some
unplanned situations like Tentor being in a Retsupurae video with things like his disdain for “faggot” Poochyena
coming up) have their things where I could remember them for the fun moments they brought to us. However, I
think if there’s one moment that should reflect upon what the spirit of YouChew was like, it was the aftermath
of our situation with the ex-member known as {Oz} and how we handled ourselves through it. If you weren’t
around YouChew during a genuinely lost period of ours in early 2011, we had a former Tech Staff member
named {Oz} who first helped the website out financially before revealing his true colours to us in the month of
April, which included attacks on high-ranking members like Dopply and trying to tear other members apart by
hacking into accounts like Dopply and PapaGonzales’ throughout those months that ultimately got lost to time
itself. While we wish we could say that he was either the first, only, or last member to have had quite the shady
past (primarily after recent events came to light), I can say that during the aftermath of it all, it reflected upon
our true character of what this website meant to not just myself, but everyone else that was there at that time.
It showcased how we not only help each other out through times of need, but also look to help provide justice
whenever it’s needed. And if I’m being honest, I think that kind of character is the ultimate reason why I
continued to stay on YouChew long after some of my interests and other life circumstances changed
throughout the years. You can never truly forget the moments where you help others out within a community
more than most other things in life.

Do you believe your time with the community has changed you as a person and if so, how would you
describe it?
Crazy Luigi: There’s absolutely no question that being on the Chewiki (and later, YouChew) helped me change
the way I view the world, and by extension, grow up into the person I am today. Not only have I grown wiser in
regards to how I can view the world and communicating with others as a whole (even to the point where I think
it helped me be a bit cooler in high school than I was elsewhere in real life at the time), but also making sure
the people I do talk with are actually trustworthy altogether, as opposed to just going off of blind faith with
some people. I can also say it helped me realize that one of my true passions was actually in the world of
writing, not necessarily with coding (though they can obviously go hand-in-hand alongside the world of art).
One other thing I can say is that, as long as it’s nothing serious to the point of being illegal, don’t be afraid of
expressing some of your interests out loud, even if they might not be matched back; you can actually meet
some of your best friends with those kinds of moments. Basically, don’t be shy within a good community, as
they can help you get out of a shell you never realized you had until that time comes through.
Given all the ups and downs the community experienced together over its 11 years, what would you
say are the key things we can learn from the experience going forward with our sister sites, Neon
Castle and YTPMania?
Crazy Luigi: When it comes to what could be learned throughout the last 11 years of YouChew’s existence, I
say first and foremost, just don’t take anything for granted with this world of ours! What might feel amazing
and worthwhile to you today might turn into something sadder upon retrospect tomorrow. Next, just always
remember to be careful with who you talk with online, no matter what; not only can you never know for sure
who might be a sexual pervert that can’t control themselves (including things worse than what former mod
Dillrod90 did to Bya all those years ago), but some of those strangers that you feel are your best friends can
be your worst enemies if you aren’t careful enough. That being said, don’t be completely afraid to talk with
people that you might not be okay with, because sometimes, they might provide your best chance of helping
you out if you ever feel lost or alone in the world (like I felt I once was). At the end of the day, the best thing
you can do is just be happy with the moments that you have and be thankful some of those moments even
existed in the first place. Also, remember to love and give thanks when warranted. Speaking of which…

DiscoGlacier
How did you first learn of YouChew and what convinced you to join the forum?
I first learned about the YouChew community from watching YouTube Poop, of course! While I don't
remember which exact video or web page I first heard about it, my earliest memories came from
videos and discussions around 2008, about the debauchery that happened on the site at that time
(i.e. feuds between Pimpsahoy and the staff).
This left me with a terrible first impression of the site, convincing me that the site was no better than
the likes of 4Chan. I didn't join until the fall of 2009 (literally right before my first day of college
education), and wouldn't have joined at all had BlueRushMan not made it a requirement for me to
post on the site to join one of his collabs.
After submitting my latest YTPMV at the time to his Namco/Bandai collab (which ultimately failed), I
realised that I should make the most out of the account I just made, and eased my way into the
discussion threads. So it was all thanks to a user that has long-since gone inactive on the site that I
have left my mark on the YouChew (if you're reading this BlueRushMan, I sincerely am thankful for
your giving me incentive to join the site).
During your time among the community, what did you enjoy most about it that kept you around?
The friends I made, the sophisticated conversations that were had, and the incentive to make art.
In what ways do you believe you contributed to YouChew as a member, and if given the chance to
start over, would you do anything differently?
Be more assertive when a problem arises. “Don't feed the trolls” isn't applicable to all situations, not
even when dealing with trolls: as admirable as a trait passivity may seem, it's an implicit
endorsement of problematic behaviors, which will remain unchanged at best, escalate at worst. Had
I started over from the day I joined the site, I would have stood my ground when the situation called
for it.
YouChew is comprised of an assortment of many odd, wacky individuals who made the place fun
over the years, both those who came and went and those who stuck around to the very end. Who
were your favourite members and what did you enjoy/admire/respect most about them?
In terms of “wacky individuals”, my favourite would most likely be Fiddlesticks for her amusing
contributions to the site: her “Purple Princess” designation, her frequent demands for a Food Staff,
and her signature purple text (which inspired me to make colored text of my own for a short time).
However, I'm a boring adult, so I didn't have too much investment in the comedy goldmine
members. Rather, my favorite members were the ones that provided insightful commentary to site
discussions, such as Doom and JazzDanceForChildren. Cynnico was also an inspirational figure for her
assertiveness, even in the fact of adversity. And, of course, Crazy Luigi was my best friend on the
site, so I couldn't forget about him!
The site has had many classic moments, fun history, activities and events over the years. Do you
have a personal favorite?
The Secret Santa events were likely my favorite moments on the site, not only because of the
incentive to make creative works outside of my comfort zone, but also because of the camaraderie
that comes from it. Who knew I'd make a poop dedicated to CombuskenIsAwesome a second time?

Do you believe your time with the community has changed you as a person and if so, how would
you describe it?
It's hard to imagine what kind of person I would be had BlueRushMan never given me the incentive
to join YouChew, but the site certainly did leave an impact on me: as of writing, I had spent roughly a
third of my life on the site, with all the good and bad that came from it. Without YouChew, I would
have never met the friends that I have now, wouldn't have had the (same) motive to draw or edit
videos and images, and wouldn't take valuable lessons from the situations that have arisen here.
Truth be told, my college days were fairly lonely: I didn't go to any parties; didn't join a club until
right before my graduation (an anime club, to be exact); and didn't meet with my peers outside of
class, unless it was to study or work on a group project. YouChew was my only source of social
fulfilment during this period. Without it, would I have just stayed in another site? Or would this
vacuum of social need have made me seek out real-life groups earlier?
Given all the ups and downs the community experienced together over its 11 years, what would
you say are the key things we can learn from the experience going forward with our sister sites,
Neon Castle and YTPMania?
The lessons to learn from YouChew are vast, both as inspirational stories and as cautionary tales.
– Don't succumb to mob mentality. Dogpiling a member, even when you're in the right, makes
said member resentful of you and everyone else that ganged up on them. It's not due
justice, it's disproportionate retribution. Moderators need to be more proactive in locking
threads when these situations arise, then deal with the involved parties themselves.
Everyone else needs to realise the situation for what it is and refrain from adding wood to
the fire with their own commentary.
– Be as tactful as possible when dealing with sensitive issues. A careless remark can be as
painful as an abusive strike in these circumstances. If you don't have confidence that your
words are appropriate for the discussion, simply stay out of it.
– As one member puts it: “Don't be horny”. Or, at least, don't be horny when either you're
underage, if the context is inappropriate, or when you aren't completely aware of the
situation you're in. At best, you'll make yourself look like a moron; at worst, you'll leave
yourself open to manipulation and sexual abuse.
– Be respectful for the community you're in, even when it's not YouChew. Just because you'll
be in a new place, doesn't mean you have carte blanche on drudging up the worst of the
internet onto the site. Whether you're on YTPMania, Neon Castle, or an unaffiliated site, it
won't be just another website: it will be your new home, and you need to treat it as such if
you want it to last.

PaperKing99
How did you first learn of YouChew and what convinced you to join the forum?
I first heard about YouChew from a YTP by cs188 called “Billy Mays Is Watching Your Mom In The Shower”.
Checking out the site as a guest in mid 2015 is what convinced me to join.
During your time among the community, what did you enjoy most about it that kept you around?
I enjoyed the poop related topics because it allowed me to share my videos with others, as well as to talk
about what I was working on next.
In what ways do you believe you contributed to YouChew as a member, and if given the chance to start
over, would you do anything differently?
I believe I contributed to YouChew by creating many different topics, and by participating in some of their
events, such as the YouChew Festivals. If I was given the chance to start over, I would not post so much in the
forum games, and I would create an introduction thread too.
YouChew is comprised of an assortment of many odd, wacky individuals who made the place fun over
the years, both those who came and went and those who stuck around to the very end. Who were your
favourite members and what did you enjoy/admire/respect most about them?
-Mapo. He was one of the funniest users on the sites, and his posts always put a smile on my face.
-Biodegradable. Bio always offered some good advice whenever I was stuck on something, or if I was feeling
down.
-NitroEdits. He's a cool dude who I liked to talk to every so often. I liked how he had some of the same
interests as me too.
-Sagan Blob. One of the first friends I made when I first opened my YouTube account. We've done a lot of
great things together such as collaborations.
The site has had many classic moments, fun history, activities and events over the years. Do you have
a personal favourite?
My personal favorite event was the Halloween events. I liked how you could dress up as any character, and do
some roleplaying. I'm still very honored that I came in first place in Chew-or-Treat in 2017.
Do you believe your time with the community has changed you as a person and if so, how would you
describe it?
I believe that my time with the community has taught me many things that I probably wouldn't have been
taught in real life. I believe that my time has also made me a more mature person.
Given all the ups and downs the community experienced together over its 11 years, what would you
say are the key things we can learn from the experience going forward with our sister sites, Neon
Castle and YTPMania?
I think one key thing we can learn is that even though the original YouChew may be closing, we can still have a
great time on the other sites.

Trepmaws
How did you first learn of YouChew and what convinced you to join the forum?
I'd learned of the place relatively early on, back in summer of 2007 if I remember correctly. During that time I'd
taken on a rather crappy McDonald's job and turned to silly Youtube videos to de-stress after shifts. Various
Over 9000-like videos led eventually to Calculate900 and Deepercutt's videos, which were my gateway into the
YTP craze. Probably a few weeks/months later I learned about Youtubepoop.com and Youchewpoop, though
the latter didn't really catch my interest since it was a discussion forum rather than a place for the videos (or at
least that's how I saw it). It wasn't until a video Deepercutt did a few months afterward, encouraging people to
check out the forums, that I did exactly that, taking what little I learned of forum etiquette from Serebii (a
Pokemon-focused forum) with me. Spent a while just lurking the place and occasionally chiming in with my
thoughts wherever I thought I could contribute a post without making a complete fool of myself. By this point
on Youtube I was dazzled by the success of my favorite poopers and was determined to make a name for
myself in the hobby as well, so it seemed clear that I would want to continue to hang out in this place if I
wanted to get somewhere with that goal.
During your time among the community, what did you enjoy most about it that kept you around?
For the first few years it was absolutely the Poop Tennis section. There was this strong air of comradery amid
the regulars of the section, that to me seemed more welcoming to a 2008 newbie than anywhere else on the
site. Didn’t take long for me to settle in with everyone (helped that I made some tennis rounds that apparently
turned a few heads) and get to know the folks. Going in I'd hoped I could make a name for myself as a YTP
maker, but what I didn't expect is that I would make my first and closest internet friends there; I'll give you one
guess which ended up being more valuable in the long run.
By the time I started drifting away from tennis the rest of the site had matured and calmed down, and I found I
had an interest in chatting with the folks there that didn't exist before. It didn't feel like I was dodging a
minefield of in-jokes and Youchewpoop customs anymore (granted I knew where those mines were now), and
names I had various mental associations with previously had become people I could have legit conversations
about life and interests with. Even after I and my old circle of tennis compatriots drifted off from each other, the
nature of the site at large had changed enough and in the right ways to keep me around for years still.
In what ways do you believe you contributed to YouChew as a member, and if given the chance to start
over, would you do anything differently?
As a tennis regular, I was always trying to contribute something positive to the community. Early on I made it a
point to always use video ideas I hadn't tried yet, and during tournaments I followed the example of
Mycroprocessor in providing analysis of matches to explain what I thought made them tick. During my time on
the Staff I made efforts to reform the collab section (an area I believed was woefully behind the rest of the site
in terms of development) and try to bring it to the level of productivity and creativity I had come to love about its
tennis counterpart. I wasn't entirely successful at this part on my own, but there seemed to be an extra push
from others to improve the section soon before and after, so I'm glad I was able to at least contribute
something tangible to the effort.
As for anything I'd do differently, I'd love to run a New Game+ where I take my (relatively) greater maturity and
interaction skills back to the mid to later years of my Staff days and apply them to some of the conflicts that
arose at the time. Can't say for sure the results would be different, but maybe I would still be talking to certain
folks today if I hadn't let stress and lingering naivety get the better of me. I would also have stepped away from
a leadership role as soon as I realized I didn't have the steam for it anymore, and allowed new people to bring
their fresh passion and ideas to the group sooner. The poop sections are indeed still alive and well, and I can
only hope that on YTPMania they get the kind of management that will allow them to thrive for years to come.

YouChew is comprised of an assortment of many odd, wacky individuals who made the place fun over
the years, both those who came and went and those who stuck around to the very end. Who were your
favourite members and what did you enjoy/admire/respect most about them?
I mentioned earlier how my first really close group of internet friends came from this site, and there's a few
people I'm absolutely glad I had the opportunity to get to know. Cyggie was one heck of a tennis
partner/opponent, and all-around a very positive gal with the kind of absurd humor I always get a smile out of,
if not a good laugh. Mycroprocessor is without a doubt the strangest person I have ever met, but he also
possesses a kind of honesty, and aggressive drive to just be himself, that I have nothing but respect for.
Certainly without him my life would have been far less interesting and far less eye-opening. ChrisGendo is
about as cool of a guy as you could meet, and whatever he's up to now, I wish him only the best.
AshcrementVII is a dapper gentleman whom I must thank for some splendid tennis and conversations, as well
as opening my eyes to the glory that is pro wrestling. Yoshit and I have our differences, but he's still a guy I'd
gladly have a beer and discuss nostalgia with. Finally, Biodegradable is proving to be a great presence in the
YTP sections, and it’s been great to chat with him about the Cafes; shame his time on the Youchew
incarnation of the Cafe Staff is going to be so short, but looking forward to what he and the other Fucks end up
doing when Smonge’s new site officially opens.
The site has had many classic moments, fun history, activities and events over the years. Do you have
a personal favourite?
For events I took part in, there was a reason I was such a frequent presence in tennis tournaments.Thee idea
of two or more poopers competing against each other with their technical and creative prowess was
fascinating to me. Sanctioned tennis events happened a lot faster back then as well, with spectators putting a
lot of attention and analysis toward every player's rounds and what made them special, so they were very
involved and exciting. Getting into a match where you and your opponents/teammates’ ideas just click together
is one heck of a good time.
Outside of the tennis section, I loved the various news threads that captured the imagination of everyone.
Chuck E. Cheese’s redesign, the Domino's Miku Hatsune promo, Squidward's voice actor getting in trouble
with the law, this place could get damn hilarious when inspiration grabbed people. There was also that time the
My Little Pony thread collectively lost its mind and got overtaken by Spider-Man and Christian Bale spam for
like a hundred pages. Wonder if music still plays if you go to that part of the thread.
Do you believe your time with the community has changed you as a person and if so, how would you
describe it?
My time on Youchew came around when I was first really getting out into the world, and my interactions on the
site were certainly not insignificant in my growth as a person over the years. For one thing, I would say I'm a lot
more open-minded than I was going in. Making friends with a bunch of weirdos and learning they're totally cool
in their own ways really opened the doors for me to see perspectives I'd never seen before, and also led me to
really explore who the hell I really am on a level I'd never considered up to that point. My stint on the Cafe Staff
taught me a lot about how well I can work with people, who I work best with, and what tasks and
responsibilities ignite my passions. Not everything was sunshine and rainbows as time went on, but no matter
what I'm still grateful that I met the people I did. It's thanks in part to them that I'm more grown-up today than I
was in 2008, for whatever that's worth.
Given all the ups and downs the community experienced together over its 11 years, what would you
say are the key things we can learn from the experience going forward with our sister sites, Neon
Castle and YTPMania?
In a lot of ways, the story of Youchew is the story of a generation of internet-goers growing up and learning
what it means to hold a community of wildly varying personalities together. Its earlier years are chaotic and
rapid-fire, and the potential of this environment is apparent; certainly we see the harms that can be caused,
but also the highest points of comedy, creativity and friendship that it allows. From its later years we see the
same people responsible for that chaos coming to terms with their earlier selves, taking what lessons they can
from it and trying to make a better community based on them, to varying degrees of success. Lessons are
there about what makes a community worth coming back to and what pushes people away; about what is
fleeting on the internet, and what stays for years, if not forever; about what people you can trust, when to give
people a chance, and when to go your separate ways for the benefit of everyone involved.
(Continued on the page...)

There's things I'm sure plenty of us would rather want to forget, but personally I would hope that some record
of this site stays around for many years to come, as it truly does make for a piece of internet history,
showcasing the evolution of a community over the course of more than a decade. As we move on to
YTPMania and Neon Castle, our time here will be invaluable in figuring out how to strike the right balance of
qualities we accomplished here. Maybe we can find a way with these new sites to capture a little of both earlyYouchew’s spontaneity and creativity and late-Youchew’s stability and amiability.

Thank you to
everyone who
interviewed!
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